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This method is one that has been tested and proven to 

work. This is not a theory, but rather a working method.  

Treat it as a theory and you will never earn. Read carefully, 

ask questions if you have any, and you will succeed.    

  

Legal & Copyright Information   

   



Disclaimers/Legal Notifications Copyright © 2014 by GinSum LLC. All Rights Reserved.   

  

License Terms:   

This course is for your own personal use ONLY. It is STRICTLY PROHIBITED to reproduce the content 

enclosed herein or to distribute this course to any third party, or via any third party website. All content 

is protected by Copyright ©.   

  

Income Disclaimer:   

This document contains business strategies, marketing methods and other business advice that, 

regardless of my own results and experience, may not produce the exact same results (or any results) for 

you. I make absolutely no guarantee, expressed or implied that by following the advice below you will 

make any money or improve current profits, as there are several factors and variables that come into 

play regarding any given business. Primarily, results will depend on the nature of the product or business 

model, the conditions of the marketplace, the experience of the individual, the application of said 

principles, and situations and elements that are beyond your control. As with any business endeavor, 

you assume all risk related to investment (if you choose to do so) and money based on your own 

discretion and at your own potential expense.   

  

Liability Disclaimer:  

By reading this document, you assume all risks associated with using the advice given below, with a full 

understanding that you, solely, are responsible for  

anything that may occur as a result of putting this information into action in any way, and regardless of 

your interpretation of the advice. You further agree that the author cannot be held responsible in any 

way for the success or failure of your business as a result of the information presented below. It is your 

responsibility to conduct your own due diligence regarding the safe and successful operation of your 

business if you intend to apply any of this information in any way to your business operations.  

  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   
Introduction   

   
Don’t just skip to the method, read the whole eBook to get a good 

understanding.   
   



I am here to show you a method that has not been seen before that can 

earn you high amounts of money. Tired of saturated money making methods?   

Well you purchased the right e-Book today because this is unsaturable and 

brand new also it is auto-pilot! I am going to help you get out of your unlucky 

days of not earning money and help you make bank!   
   
   

Method   
   

This method can be used on numerous sites but I am going to show you how it 

works on Etsy.   
   

Etsy.com   
   

Etsy is an e-commerce website focused on handmade or vintage 
items and supplies. So you’re asking yourself, I am going to be   

working with a website focused on arts and crafts?! Well the answer 
is yes you are! Don’t be scared though because all around there is 
much potential with this and other websites with the same concept.  

Etsy is a huge marketplace for handmade and vintage items. This is 
where the method comes into place. What you are going to do is sell   

“Printable Items” here is a page which will help you understand what 
you are going to be selling.   

   
- https://www.etsy.com/shop/simplyprintable   

   
Now they do it professionally and do a lot of work.  We will be doing not as much 

work and offering different things. The easiest way to go in my preference is 

creating “Printable Quotes”  all you really have to do is create around 2 or 3 

quotes focused around one concept for example quotes about “Happiness”. I 

suggest making your own well thought quotes because it will lead to good 

reviews and more sales.   
   

What are these “Printable Quotes” I am going to be selling?   
   

It literally sounds like what it is. Quote’s that you print out from the internet.   
   

But I don’t know how to use photoshop?   
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That’s fine I find a perfect site to help you out with this.   

- http://www.centsationalgirl.com/2011/08/make-your-

ownprintableword-art/   
   

- If you want to do this all right I suggest reading and doing what this 

website tells you. The best part is all the items are free so you don’t need 

to pay for anything.   
   

- After you are done reading you should have a good idea on how to make 

it. You are not limited to only making “Quotes” you can do “Invitations” 

for parties and even weddings. These are not products you are mailing 

out. These are digital downloads and make sure the put that in your   

description for your product. The quotes are easier because you have them 

made and they don’t require a fancy background, just text with a nice 

fancy font on page.   

Here is a great example in which you can see this. -    

- https://www.etsy.com/listing/198877627/printable-quote-wall-

artprinthand?ref=sc_2&plkey=4136a1367d67d2d7f732017e212ee097ae9

f9 dfe%3  

A198877627&ga_search_query=printable+quotes&ga_search_type=all&g 

a_view_type=gallery   
   

- He put a nice frame which you can find an online template on and placed 

his image in it. Don’t worry it’s not real so you don’t have to actually buy 

a frame. It’s all photoshopped!    
   

-    
   

- The invitations are worth more because they are custom made and you 

have to take like 15 minutes to make it. But that’s all! You are provided   

with all the information to fill out from the client which they want you to   

put on the invitation and all you have to do is put it on. They of course will 

need to see the template which will lead to sales. You can google   
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“Printable Invitations” and make your own from there. Or you can hire 

someone from HF graphics or fiverrr to do it for you if you want something 

professional looking.   
   

- You don’t need to just pick invitations or quotes to make there is a whole 

market of digital downloads, the more unique it is the more money you 

will get in your pockets.   
   

Set Up   
   

I highly recommend Etsy for this but the only downside is to be a seller you have 

to link your debit or credit card.   

But do not worry at all because there are many other sites in which this will work 

perfectly, Etsy is just probably the one of the largest ones and will land you the 

most sales if possible.   
   

You now have a good idea of the method but I will now teach you how to 

do it step by step.   

Note this method is not specifically for Etsy, there are other big 

marketplaces in which this will work well with. I will be linking some at the 

bottom of the page.   
   

- First thing you want to do is head over to the site you are going to be 

using, for this instance I would be using Etsy.   
   

- Then you are going to register on your site.   
   

- You are then going to sell your product / in this instance you are going to 

want to open an Etsy shop with the following link.   

- https://www.etsy.com/sell/   
   

- Name your shop or product name something that matches what you are 

going to sell so for this case you will want to put something like “Lovely   

Printables” if you are going to sell quotes about love, basically name to 

match your product. Also if you want to get more people to view your 

page, place more keywords in your title for example. Title : Lovely   

https://www.etsy.com/sell/
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Printables, Printable Quote, Quote, Lovely Quotes, Love Quotes. Once 

someone looks up one of those words you should be higher among the list 

of people with similar titles or titles with the same keywords.   
   

- Upload your file to the website. The file should include about three other 

quotes similar to your preview picture also. Or the quote could just be   

your preview picture. You’re preview picture should be the best quote to   

make people buy. “If my quotes my preview picture why would they buy?”   

Well because many of these users don’t know how to open photoshop 

that’s why. Also they “think” it is a lot of hard work to create what you did.  

If you went on the censationalgirls link you should see that you’re   

quote should be on a highresolution.jpg which you can download on that   

site. When the client prints it they will see the product nice and perfect.   
   

- You’re description should look nice, long and good. Something like this   
   
   
   

- “This beautiful printable design was written by hand with 

an easy-going modern cursive!   
___________________________________________  

______________   
   

This listing is for an INSTANT DOWNLOAD of both the PDF 
and JPEG files of this artwork.   

   
Dimensions: 8x10 inches. If you would like another size, let 

me know in the “note to seller” when checking out.   
Colors: As shown in the photo. If you would like different 

color(s), select from the color chart and let me know in the   
“note to seller” when checking out. There is NO extra fee for 

color changes on this design!   
   

Here’s how it works:   

- Purchase this listing   



- After payment is confirmed you will be taken to the 
download page, and an email will be sent to you with 
your download link   

- Click “Download”, save the file to your computer, print, 
and enjoy!   

Please let me know if you have any questions about or 
problems with your download!   

   
*Digital file – no physical item will be sent or mailed* “   

   

- Of course this isn’t hand written it’s just written in a fancy font which 

makes the buyer think its hand written. Don’t use this description 

word for word though because if potential customers see this on many 

products they are going to smell something fishy.    
   

- Price – for the quotes you can sell them at around $4 to $5 a piece. If 

you are willing to do custom quotes those go for higher prices. 

Invitations if you want to go for around $30 - $50. Because they are 

“custom made”.   
   

- The pre-made quotes are literally auto-pilot because once you create 

them all you do is sell them and the buyer would get an email with the 

file to download.                                                                      

- (DON’T FORGET TO READ THE CENSATIONAL GIRL TUTORIAL THAT’S  

HOW YOU MAKE YOUR PRODUCT)   
   

- Finally post you’re item up.   
   
   
  
  
  
  
  
   

I hope you found the method unique and nice, it has the potential to earn 

you a lot.   



If you need any help contact me via PM on hackforums 
http://www.hackforums.net/member.php?action=profile&uid=2282311  or 

add my skype which would be Cinnabunnn.   
   

Here’s those sites I promised  –   

- Aftcra.com   

   

- ArtFire.com   

   

- BigCartel.com   

   

- Bonanza.com   

   

- DaWanda.com   

   

- PapernStitch.com   

   

- Storenvy.com   

   

- Zibbet.com   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Concluding Thoughts   
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If you’ve read this far then congratulations, you’re on your way to making bank. 

The #1 tip I can give to you is never give up! I get way too many customers who 

complain after only uploading one file. Don’t give up!   

Be sure to utilize these methods as much as you can, as that is the key into gaining 

money.  

Feel free to PM me on HackForums anytime if you have any questions!   

To your success!   

- Ginsum  

  

  

  


